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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. This--as only Norman Collins can tell it--is the story of Stanley Pitts, a contracts filing
clerk in the Admiralty, a small man--small in stature, small in ambition and achievement, happy in
his work, and devoted to his hobby of photography. For Stan himself, his latest failure with the Civil
Service Selection Board might not have mattered too much. But it mattered to his wife, Beryl. For
Beryl is a social climber, mistress of the house in Kendal Terrace, Crocketts Green with its garden
gnomes, its wall-to-wall carpeting, its ivory enamel kitchen fitments and its fridge full of Oven-
Fresh Old Style Farm House Cornish Pasties; Beryl, mother of little Marleen with her flaxen ringlets,
prospective winner of the under-12s ballroom dancing championship; Beryl, the South London
suburban housewife in her Mexican housecoat with the Sun-God buttons. When Stan s tasteful
photographic study of Hoarfrost on Wimbledon Common wins the Admiralty-Division Photographic
Competition on the very eve of his expected promotion, never has the future looked brighter for the
inhabitants of No. 16. How then did Stan, with his pride in his job and his keen sense of...
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A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Claudine Jerde-- Claudine Jerde

This book is really gripping and fascinating. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. Your life span will likely be transform
when you full looking at this ebook.
-- Mrs. Heaven Schmeler-- Mrs. Heaven Schmeler
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